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Overview
Residents expressed concern about road safety in Braid Road. Following meetings to collate their
concerns, drawings of potential Short, Medium and Long term proposals to address these were
presented and commented upon at a Progress Meeting on 31 January 2017.
Those who attended were asked to consider the drawings and give their opinion of the proposals;
using self adhesive labels, to indicate • Green – a positive response
• Blue – a poor response
• Orange – where there may be a missed opportunity (any detail behind that opinion was hand
written onto the drawing).
As each section was presented on the evening by a separate member of the Road Safety team, there
are a number of drawings grouped into three files; North section, Middle section and South section.
If you were unable to attend and would like to offer comment or were able to attend and would like
to offer any additional comments, you may do so via the Consultation Hub.

Why We Are Consulting
We made a commitment to share the drawings and their comments; the Consultation Hub gives us
the opportunity to do so and encompass the wider community who use Braid Road and its facilities,
such as Hermitage of Braid and Braid Hills Trail.
Also, the North section drawing has a number of blue labels about Comiston Place, where, amongst
others, there were Medium term proposals to tighten the radius at the north west of the junction with
Comiston Road and Long term proposals to make Comiston Place ‘One Way’ (eastwards). Would
those those who affixed blue dots to express a ‘cool’ response in this area please contact the Road
Safety Team via the Consultation Hub, to clarify which aspect they wished to record their response
against?
Please scroll down to see links to the drawings.
Thank you.
NOTE: the drawings are large pdf files. To see them, go to the council consultation site.

